
Reading and writing literary fiction – knowledge organiser English Language Paper 1

Analysing language

The writer compares X to Y, which makes it seem...

The writer describes X as "Y", which suggests...

The writer uses the adjective "X" which...

The author's choice of the verb "X"…

...creates an uneasy tone

...reflects a sense of triumph and achievement

...creates a sense of uncertainty and mystery

...seems sudden and violent

...reflects a sense of calm and serenity

…is unexpected or surprising because…

…is simply and starkly expressed…

…seems unsympathetic/repellent because…

...seems grotesque and exaggerated because...

Describing sentences

noun phrase - a group of words centred on a noun. 
Noun phrases can be made up of articles, nouns, 
adjectives amd prepositions.

The menacing group of bandits walked towards the 
desolate mansion behind the forest.

adverbial phrase – a group of words which qualify a 
verb ie telling you HOW something is done.

We walked with a delirious sense of freedom

main clause / subordinate clause – The main clause 
of a sentence is the bit that makes sense on its own, a 
subordinate clause is an 'add on':

Although we were in a foreign land [subordinate clause]
we knew that we would be able to find help 
eventually [main clause].

sentence fragment – a group of words which do not 
make a sentence on their own.

Lila knew where to find the assassin at once. Behind the 
woodshed.

Describing and analysing structure

be specific - structure points always need to be located: 'in the 
third paragraph', 'at the end of paragraph five'.

cyclical – a cyclical narrative is one where the end echoes or 
returns to the beginning.

parallel structure – two related 'threads' running through a 
narrative, which ’mirror’ each other, forming a similarity or a 
contrast.

focus shift – when the focus of a narrative changes eg from one 
character to another, from the present to the past, from the 
external to the internal.

tonal shift - when the tone of a narrative changes eg from 
tension to comedy.

Focus and tonal shifts can be abrupt / sudden or gradual 
/subtle.

enigma and resolution – writers use enigma to conceal 
meaning - eg they describe something without revealing what it 
really is – then resolution to reveal the truth.

There was something preying on Lucy’s mind, which she couldn’t stop 
worrying about – something she wished she could just snap her 
fingers and forget about. It was what her father had said to her last 
night.

zoom in/out - moving from the big picture to fine details or 
vice versa.

connections – how do different sections of the text connect to 
create meaning.

By shifting focus to describe the awkwardness of the party in 
paragraph four, the writer resolves the enigma of what the 
protagonist was worried about in the first two paragraphs.

contrast / change – how are parts of a text different in 
their subject, focus, tone?

reflection / echo – how are parts of a text similar in their 
subject, focus, tone?

The author's sudden shift from describing X to focusing on Y in the 
third paragraph seems alarming and creates an unsettling mood.

In the final paragraph the writer returns to a similar reflective tone as 
the first paragraph.

Strategies for writing

scope – keep your focus as tight as possible: one location, 
one character, one moment. Small is beautiful.

beginnings and endings - plan the way your beginning and 
ending connect. Your ending should reflect, echo or refer to 
the beginning in some way.

show, don’t tell – don’t waste time telling the reader things 
eg about a character’s personality or feelings. Remember 
‘action is character’ – show who they are through movement 
and action.

word choice – use ambitious words but try to sound 
natural. The best way to develop your writing style is to read 
as much as possible.

'omit needless words' - be ruthlessly efficient in cutting 
out words which don't add to meaning. Considder cutting 
out 'dead' wirds eg intensifiers like 'really', 'very' and vague 
words like 'good', 'big' etc.

phrase building - expand your nouns into noun phrases 
using well-chosen adjectives and prepositional phrases. Use 
adverebial phrases to begin some sentences.

lists – add flavour to your writing by using lists of adjectives, 
nouns, verbs or adverbs.

She felt betrayed, abandoned and deceived.

The room was crammed with poseurs, fops and show offs.

She begged, pleaded, screamed for help.

sentence variety – mix complex sentences with shorter 
sentences, single word sentences and sentence fragments.

imagery – similes and metaphors need to feel fresh and 
original without seeming weird and incongruous. Use 
unexpected adjectives to give a new spin on metaphors.

He moved like an exhausted, ancient jaguar.

We shambled through the city like glamorous zombies.

complexity – consider appearance/reality, 
inner/outer, past/future, 'although...'

Although the door seemed superficially sturdy and robust, beneath 
its painted surface it was riddled with damp and decay.


